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New easy-reader series, aimed at 9+,

incorporating the UN World Goals. The rst

trilogy, The Blue Planet, contains 6 of the UN

goals and extensive educational material

exists. Two further trilogies, The Yellow

Planet and The Grey Planet, covering the

remaining UN goals, are under way. Each

trilogy can be read independently.

Helle Perrier (b. 1977) is a writer and one of

the founders of the publishing house, Krabat.

She is interested in the fantastical, the queer

and the crazy. A lot of her stories take place in

universes where anything can happen.
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Category: Children's Books
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Genre: Easy Read

Themes: Friendship, Courage, Climate,

Environment

Available material: English sample of the

rst book available upon request.

Territories Handled
World except: Danish

SYNOPSIS

A mutant worm is on the loose in Kiribati.

The worm has destroyed the electricity supply to the domes. Without electricity,

no oxygen. Kora and Keanu have to sail up to the surface to rescue everyone

living under the sea. Keanu steers the uboat through the blue sea, where death is

lurking.

Death in the Deep is the second book in the trilogy, The Blue Planet.

With colour illustrations by Aske Schmidt Rose.

REVIEWS
"A very exciting series where the plot is well composed, while future climate

issues are made clear to the reader. The books are easy to read in an accessible

language with few short whole sentences on each page." – (Lektørudtalelse -

Library Review)
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